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On Representing the Musalman
SHAHID AMIN

“Our people should be exposed to the reality of history very carefully” (Letter to the Editor
on the controversy regarding the screening of Bhishm Sahani-Govind Nihalani’s tele-serial
Tamas on Doordarshan, Times of India, 30 January, 1988.)
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here has been a steady rise in majoritarian politics and majoritarian history in India
since the mid-l980s. Over the past years, these two desires have moved from the
margins of popular discourse to the centre of political deliberations. The descriptive
phrase, ‘India has a majority of Hindus’, has now been fashioned into the battering ram of
Hindu nationalism – an aggressive ideological tool aimed at redrawing the basic contours
of an avowedly secular nation-state. Its logic is to enforce the majoritarian idea of the
singularity of national history, such that the enactment of historical vendetta against Muslim
conquest of pre-colonial India becomes simultaneously the condition for the realization
of Indian history and for demarcating the natural citizens of India. In this view, Indian
citizens have, at the very least, to give assent to the forging of a ‘New Hindu History’ – the
continual journey of a Hindu past, a national history whose positivist base is alloyed crucially
with religious belief and nuggets dug out from the seams of a single, collective memory.
This paper is an intervention in the debate over nation-building and the contest over India’s
medieval past.
The sense of belonging – belonging to the present nation – involves a replication of a
sense of them and us through icons, stories and narratives. The siring of communities into
being, and narratives about long-existent collectivities, very often take place simultaneously.
And they have a duplex claim to history and to particularistic remembrances of times past.
There has developed in India, especially since the mid-l980s, a powerful undertow that pulls
all public discourse into: “That may be your History, but this is my/our past”. Extant histories
of the Indian landmass, such a view insists, don’t answer to our present needs. Rather than
simply confront pasts, ingenious or disingenuous with definitive historical records, historywriting, I argue, must have a place for the ways pasts are remembered and retailed, and for
the relationship of such pasts to the sense of belonging. As a practicing historian, one must
then pose afresh the relationship between memory and history, the oral and the written, the
transmitted and the inscribed, stereotypicality and lived history.
A ‘true history of communalism’‚ to use a slightly tendentious phrase, would be one that
sets out to unravel not just what happened between India’s two, or three, or four communities, but also how these communities remember, understand, explain and recount pasts and
presents to themselves. We could well replace the term ‘nation’ for ‘community’ in the above
statement, and the problem would still remain. This, to my mind, is the significance of the
periodic struggle over history primers in our country.
I do not wish to analyze the relationship between popularly fabricated pasts and professionally reconstructed histories in any detail. Rather, I take the Musalmans of Hindustan
and the way ‘they’ are remembered as my reference point. My concern in this essay is with
the expressive category Musalman. What constitutes the common sense on the North Indian
Musalmans? What are the elements of their otherness? What is the relationship between the
recognition of everyday difference and attachment to different pasts, such that the antagonists are believed to be carriers of two violently different histories? What is the mixture of
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history, memory, innate difference and the changed context of the present in statements
about the resident-Indian Muslim as ‘the other’? The essay seeks to address a clutch of such
questions.
The Indian-Muslim Cap
A major problem confronting the Indian nation today is this: How can difference be represented without stereotyping the group concerned? That this subject is not usually editorialized is an index of the refusal of our op-ed writers to step outside a self-inflicted lakshmanrekha of Indian nationhood.1
The question of representation of difference also gets elided in scholarly endeavours
to ‘put secularism in its place’. The main concern of such academics is to shake the ‘modernist minority’ out of its secularist trance. Political democracy and a secular society, it is
pointed out, are incompatible in contemporary India. The westernized neelkanth Indian is
therefore advised to gulp down this bitter truth for the greater health of the body politic.
However, the contrast between the extra-ordinary secularist and the ordinary Hindu/Muslim
is painted in such terms that the problem of how the nation represents its people to itself
loses its poignancy.2 The question has, however, a tremendous immediacy in contemporary
India. This is so because the issue of difference relates to the basic Nehruvian axiom of
“Unity in Diversity”.
How is this diversity to be represented on a billboard framed by the unifying rectangle
of the nation state? The question is not just rhetorical; it is something that stares us in the
face. I am referring to that ubiquitous national integration poster that underlines the slogan
“We are One” by painting a beard and a Turkish cap onto the visage in order to make it a
Musalman. This is the visual shorthand by which difference is officially advertised.3
I do not wish to enter the debate on whether a beard (of whatever sort) is a requirement for representing Muslim fellow-citizens in India. Let us pass the beard over. But what
about the Turkish cap, the fez? Who put it there? The answer is that it does not really belong
to the representative Musalman. It has been put there by the advertisers of our multireligious nation-state.
The Turkish cap as a marker of Muslim distinctiveness is of course nonsensical. One
hardly encounters a Turki-topiwalla outside the publicity posters and handouts. In fact, it
would be as difficult to procure a dozen Turkish caps in a standard-sized town as it would
be to arrange for period costumes for a Shakespearean play. Yet that miniature waste-paper
basket with a tail sits neatly on that abstract head.
The stereotypical image of the billboard is not a real life-image, but it is officially reproduced in the interest of the nation. The result is a paradox: We Indians are not used to a
Turkish cap in our midst, yet it is a prominent sign for the Indian Muslim of the national integration poster. In other words, the national advertisement asks us to recognize an image
which we do not encounter within the geographical confines of the nation-state.
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Let us follow this paradox a bit further. If people with impeccable ‘secular Muslim’
credentials were to appear in a gathering sporting that particular head-dress, they would be
seen to be making a sectarian, fundamentalist, and, who knows, even an anti-nationalist
statement! Were that all those who could afford it donned it in public, the effect would be
electrifying. A gratuitous and unsavoury gesture, a politics of looking different, would come
into being. This in turn would be queried from a national viewpoint. The Hum-ek-hain billboard
would fall flat on its fez!
But let us put the billboard up once again and peer at it a bit more closely. Don’t we
find the fez in other representations of twentieth-century Musalmans as well? In a sketch in
his recent Raj-Series, M.F. Hussain portrays a “Retired Khan Bahadur” with a veiled lady, an
umbrella, and that headgear. The Muslim League functionary in the television serial “Tamas”
is distinguished by his beard, chaste Urdu and that topi once again. The Turks, of course,
did not bring the cap with them in the thirteenth century. In fact, as late as the l9l0s it was
known as the Rumi topi, or Roman cap. Originating in Constantinopole, or the second Rome,
the cap came to carry the name of that imperial city!4 It was only with the dismemberment
of the Ottoman empire and the rise of the Khilafat movement in the post-World War years
that the fez became a sign of anti-colonialism in India. Do our collective memories and
history primers aid us in appreciating the value of this sign within its historical context?
Does the topi tell us anything of the camaraderie between the followers of Gandhi and those
of the Ali brothers, a coming together that challenged colonial rule in the early l920s? I
doubt it very much. Rather, it is made to stand for an essential marker of the otherness of
things ‘Muslim’‚ as witness the following digression on the Turkish cap in a discussion of the
influence of Persian on Hindi language:
“Just as Sanskrit, Persian etc. are Aryan languages, so are Arabic, Assyrians...called
Semitic. Arabic and (Hebrew) have had a great influence on Persian, and that perhaps is the
reason why despite the fact that it (Persian) is an Aryan language from within, it appears to
be an un-Aryan or Semitic language. Just as a Hindu wearing a tasselled Yunani fez cap is
mistaken by the people for a Musalman, similarly seeing Persian dressed in Arabic garb
those with mediocre intelligence think it is a Semitic language”.
And then follows this footnote:
“Some years ago seeing Sarojni Naidu’s son wearing this kind of a cap, it was published
in newspapers that he had converted to Islam. But the Hindus of Hyderabad also wear
such a cap and the late Vitthalbhai Patel wore it as well. Vitthalbhai was the chairman of the
reception committee at the Special Congress held in Bombay under the chairmanship of
Hasan Imam in 1918. Those days he sported a long beard and the fez, and so appeared a
full-fledged (pakke) Musalman”.5
The faces of the national integration poster are not burdened with particular histories;
they try vainly to capture innate differences. We therefore end up with stereotypical projections. The face on the poster does not match the man in the street. To be sure, the man-in-
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the-street is no less an abstraction than the one stuck on the billboard. What we have are
real-life men and women with distinct class positions, social backgrounds and individual
dispositions. Yet the problem of the stereotypical image refuses to go away in everyday
chance encounters. With stereotypes we leave biography and history behind, recognizing
those different from us largely through visible signs, as if such human beings belonged to
a different species altogether. It is such stereotypical sightings that isolate an Azim Premji,
a Rohinton Mistry or a Mahmood Mamdani under the racial profiling regime at postSeptember 11 American airports.
Let us take a common example from nearer home. Unless a Musalman announces her
or his presence by acceptable and well-recognized signs – these could be speech, appearance, or mode of address – the possibility is not normally entertained that one out of the
ten percent out there could be in our midst. So that if a person is asked the routine question: “Aap ki caste kya hai?” (“What is your caste?) – with which chance meetings on a train
are still rendered meaningful in the Hindi belt – and replies that he/she is a ‘Muslim’‚ the
polite response is: “Accha! Aap lagte to nahin” (“Oh, I see! But you don’t look it”). This is no
provincialism. The probing query and the stock reply offer us an insight into a majoritarian
view of a minority.
Either a Muslim should be stereotypically so, or be found in a particular locality – in his
or her habitat. This special area is normally in and around the major mosque of the town.
There, of course, anyone could be a Musalman; no outward signs are required of a specie
in its proclaimed habitat! If this is a social fact, as I believe it to be, then we are back to the
paradox of the national-integration poster. No diversity is countenanced unless ‘they’ appear
different to ‘us’ in the way ‘we’ expect them to.
Stereotypical images by which we recognize the Musalman are elements of a larger
process of the ‘fabrication’ of the past. Groups, large and small, simultaneously “construct,
manufacture, invent and forge” (Concise OED) their identities. The urge to define ourselves
vis-à-vis the other is no respecter of a systematic narration of things past – of history in
short. It picks out past events no doubt, but it is equally a product of belief, memory and
imagination. This imagination thrives on ‘facts’ without contexts, events without history, and
it soars unruffled by contradictions.
It is in this light that the strange slogan about taking revenge from the “santan (progeny) of Babur” – heard during the masjid-janambhoomi episode – becomes intelligible. By
what stretch of the imagination, one may well ask, can a young citizen of India be conceived
of as an offspring of the founder of the Mughal Empire? The point needs to be pressed further. Those who believe in such a historic vendetta also maintain (and rightly so this time)
that the majority of Muslims of India are converts to the faith of Islam. Indian Muslims are
not a race apart. Raja Todar Mal was surely closer to the scions of the adventurer from
Farghana than an Abdullah from Gorakhpur district. The irrational slogan, “Badla lenge
Babur ki santanon se” (“We will revenge ourselves on the children of Babur”) flies in the face
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of such facts. But that matters little. It is the belief in the Musalman as someone recognizably different that counts and endures variedly. That many Muslims of the subcontinent fabricate exotic Arab, Central Asian, and Iranian lineages only goes to prove, in this instance,
the point about imagined pasts that clutter our segmented minds.
* I dedicate this paper to Arvind Narayan Das (1949-2000) for whom I wrote an earlier draft. I also wish to
acknowledge the friendship of Shobhit Mahajan which began at a discussion of this paper.
This is part of a larger argument; forthcoming in Subaltern Studies XII, Permanent Black, New Delhi, 2004.
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